
TU1
In The Sword Interval, the British Empire used the Head of Zaragon to create the “hungering” variety of these things
to fight in the First World War. A piece of paper with a “shem” on it is necessary for the creation of these things,
which also name a Pokémon with the hidden ability “Sand Veil” that can be evolved with a Linking Cord. In D&D
5e, a type of these things can single handedly defeat a Tarrasque due to accidentally being made immune to all
damage types a Tarrasque can deal. Gossiping and panicking behaviors can spawn these creatures if a villager has
not seen one in the last ten minutes, which allows for farming their iron drops. For ten points, name these constructs
usually made of metal, stone, or clay.
ANS: golem

TU2
NOTE: Description acceptable
In Undeaded, Ed and Gus teach the rest of Project Shelley how to escape from Chuck by doing this action, though
Ed later has to get Mort to reverse it. The species E. atroviridis of sea slugs performs this action to rid themselves of
parasites, and the flavor text of the Magic card Heroes’ Bane says that the hydra does this action to make itself
deadlier. In the opening number of A Nightmare Before Christmas, Jack Skellington does this to “recite
Shakespeare.” The Thing does this in the Thing to escape being burned alive after the couch scene, and one of
Genie’s first acts after escaping the lamp is to do this action to fix a “crick in the neck”. Ichabod Crane is terrified
when the Headless Horseman demonstrates, for ten points, what typically-fatal action?
ANS: self-decapitation

TU3
In Ophiuchus, one of these creatures speaks her first sentence when Sagitta and Pyx come to take her away from
guarding a Gate. The Phenice method is used to classify these things, and Diego Rivera’s Dream of a Sunday
Afternoon in Alameda Park centrally features one in a fancy hat. John Linnell sings that “the mirror reflects a tiny
dancing” one of these creatures that is “surrounded by a fleshy overcoat” in Nothing’s Gonna Change My Clothes,
and the band mascots Eddie and Vic Rattlehead are both these creatures. Jason and the Argonauts fight these
creatures that sprout from dragon teeth and were stop-motion animated by Ray Harryhausen. Manny Calavera works
as both a lawyer and hostel owner for these creatures, in addition to being one himself, in Grim Fandango. Sans
Undertale. For ten points, name these monsters that are inside of you right now, made of bones.
ANS: skeleton

TU4
In Kill Six Billion Demons, this character is the leader of the Thorn Knights, and 82 White Chain Born in Emptiness
Returns to Subdue Evil is overwhelmed by the revelation that “[this character] LIVES!” According to insane people
on the internet, strong smells of peppercorns and chiles is a sign of this character’s presence. This character is
sometimes identified as the tenth emanation of the “Cause of Causes” and other times as an ascended version of
Enoch. This character appears in a bookshop to tell Aziraphale that Armeggedon is coming in Good Omens, and he
uses Castiel to write an Angel Tablet to take god-like power and kills Dean Winchester right before he is locked in
Heaven’s dungeon in Supernatural. For ten points, name this archangel from Jewish apocrypha that acts as God’s
scribe.
ANS: Metatron

TU5
NOTE: Description acceptable



The artist of Apocalypse Horseplay clarified that this conclusion was intended when Von Bellsing and Babylon
return to Betty’s house to retrieve Pestilence’s eyes, but that it had surprised even him and so left it ambiguous. This
conclusion is hinted at with the line “What is going on between you two?” when a male character finds out he didn’t
get any letters. In another work, this conclusion is heavily foreshadowed at the Princess Prom, and its fulfillment
saves one character from Horde Prime’s virus by reawakening her powers. Pictures in Mister’s room lead to the
beginning of this conclusion in The Color Purple, though it is averted when Shug leaves with Germaine. Princess
Bubblegum wearing band T-shirts got fans asking about this conclusion, which made it to air when Marceline
rescues her in the finale. Two characters walk hand in hand into a Spirit Realm portal in another work where this
conclusion parallels Aang and Katara’s kiss in the previous series. For ten points, name this conclusion that is the
fulfillment of ships like Korrasami.
ANS: slow-burn main female characters ending lesbian romance

TU6
This shape is the limiting case of a 3D superellipsoid as all three exponents approach infinity. One of these shapes
called Alamo is on display in Astor Place in New York. This shape is the subject of the Delian problem. In
Revelation, the city of Jerusalem is reconstructed into this shape, which is also the shape of tefillin. When two
“major Time points” “synergize” with two “minor Time points” in a single rotation of the Earth, the resulting 96
hours form a “Higher Order of Life” example of this shape. Three-kilometer examples of this shape made of
tritanium were estimated to function even if two-thirds were rendered inoperable and are capable of assimilating
entire planets single-handedly. This shape is the dual of the octahedron. For ten points, name these regular
hexahedrons that also can be used to randomize six numbers.
ANS: cube

TU7
In Resident Evil 4, a flaming Ganado bursts out of one of these things in a stupid jumpscare attack that gets me
every time, and you also find the Sniper Scope in one of these things, unless you’re me who nopes out of it upon
seeing a Regenerator in there. Sam & Max venture into an alternate dimension contained in one of these objects
owned by the Geek after it consumes some repairmen, much like the one owned by Jon Arbuckle, which also
contains sentient life. HFC-134a is still commonly used in these things, though R-600a is becoming more common
despite being explosive. Green Lantern: New Dawn features one of these containers that name a trope where an
often-female character gets killed solely to progress the character of the lead.For ten points, name these cool
appliances that you might get asked about running in a common joke
ANS: refrigerator

TU8
Adding up the number of “love's” in “Love Me Do” plus the number of albums released by Fleetwood Mac before
Rumours and the number of non-cutscene songs from the Bowser’s Fury soundtrack that have Bowser’s name in the
title gives this result, as does adding the number of French words in Psycho Killer to the number of academy awards
of Burt Bacharach. The total number of number 1 hits by Beyonce, Rihanna, Ariana Grande, and the Supremes
equals this result, as does adding the number of White Stripes to the number of notes in the Pink Panther motif plus
unique words in “Harder, Better, Faster, Stronger”. If you add the number of letters in Morrissey’s first name plus
Madonna’s last name to the opus number of Chopin’s cycle of 24 piano preludes, you get this result. The number of
beats per measure in “Take Me To Church” added to the total number of words in The 1975 album titles yields this
result, and so does adding up the last digit of every year Taylor Swift released a studio album that isn’t a rerelease to
the number of unique live songs on Eat a Peach. The highest numbered Led Zeppelin by Led Zeppelin, Man on the
Moon by Kid Cudi, and Civilisation by Kero Kero Bonito all added to Mitski’s current age equals this result, which



you also get by adding the number of Stephen Sondheim musicals to the best selling album of the 21st century and
the number of swear words in the lyrics of Dammit. This is the total of the number of Grammys won by Kanye West
and Kendrick Lamar, as well as the total length of all the songs on Weezer’s Blue Album, and the total of all
numbers in the titles of songs from The Dave Matthews Band album Crash. Introduction to Destruction mentions
that “the dark armies will come” when, for ten points, what additive result to a certain prime is true that also happens
to name the band behind the album All Killer, No Filler.
ANS: Sum 41


